The level of laboratory testing required for diagnosis or exclusion of a platelet function disorder using platelet aggregation and secretion assays.
The major advances from research on platelet molecular and cell biology, physiology, and pathophysiology over the past decades have not been adequately translated to clinical laboratory diagnosis. Hereditary platelet function disorders (PFDs) are at least as prevalent in the general population as von Willebrand disease (VWD) although PFDs tend not be as well recognized or evaluated. Clinical mucous and skin bleeding in patients with PFDs is prototypic of primary hemostasis disorders, and the bleeding pattern is not distinguishable from that of other primary hemostasis disorders such as VWD. However, different treatment needs, between these discrete disorders, make a precise diagnosis mandatory. Currently, clinicians receive reliable laboratory reports when testing patients with severe PFDs, such as Glanzmann thrombasthenia and Bernard-Soulier syndrome, due to the distinctive laboratory defects that these disorders present, together with the availability of differential diagnostic tests. This is not the case for the majority of PFDs generically classified as "platelet secretion disorders," which are a heterogeneous group of "mild bleeding disorders," for which there are not universally accepted diagnostic criteria. An important reason for robust diagnostic tests is the high proportion (more than 50% in some reports) of patients with unequivocal bleeding who have no precise diagnosis established after a complete laboratory workup. It is paradoxical that the current "gold standard" test for PFD diagnosis, light transmission aggregometry (LTA), has not been standardized after more than four decades of worldwide clinical use. This review describes current diagnostic assays for PFD in a clinical hemostasis laboratory, relating these with current knowledge on platelet function and pathophysiology. Special emphasis will be given to LTA and platelet secretion tests, as well as to the reasons why sensitive tests are needed to explore the lesser known participation of platelets in blood clotting and fibrinolytic processes.